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Mexico on the Verge of... Colonialism?
JORGE CASAS

With the North American Free Trade
Agreement on the verge ofratification,
and with the rapid pace of economic
"reform" in Mexico, RESIST editor
Tatiana Schreiber talked with Jorge
Casas, a member of the Red Sun Press
collective, about his memories of the
Mexico he left behind 15 years ago, his
fears, and his hopes for the foture.
These comments are excerpted from
that interview.

I

left Mexico in 1977, and I came
to this country to go to graduate
school in Urban and Regional Planning at Rutgers University. I had
studied architecture in Mexico at the
National University. It was actually a
shocking experience to come and
study in this country after the program I had been part of at the
National University. There was a big
movement within the School of
Architecture for self-government.
The school had 5,000 students at
the time (in the early '70s). We
kicked out the director and decided
that instead of training architects to
work for people that had the money
to build mansions and palaces, the
university needed to train architects

Pollution and urban sprawl in Mexico City. Photo: Jorge Casas.

to go out to the communities and
help with so many of the problems
in the country, the housing and
urban problems.
So we formed our own curriculum, together with faculty and students, and I was part of a pilot program in which we worked with an
independent union in a new town,
outside of Mexico City, that had
grown up around three factories.
These factories had independent
unions, not connected to the government, and we got together with
them and actually built a small community. The program was funded by
a government agency, and of course
it was a big struggle to get the funding, but a couple of key progressive
people in the government made it
possible. We were very lucky.
I spent four years designing and
building 140 houses; it was a sue-

cessful program that showed that
students could learn outside the ·
classroom, and learn more than
architecture. We learned about
workers' lives, and their concerns.
We needed to learn the context in
which architecture occurs. We each
took a semester off to study political
economy and Marxism. That was
the beginning of my becoming
socially conscious about the problems of Mexico.
I was raised very traditionally in
a Catholic school, and I never had
any idea about the social and political structure of the country until I
realized, during those years, that
everything is interconnected. Traditionally we are taught that everything is isolated, and one becomes
specialized in an area, but you don't
learn the conditions that affect what
continued on next page
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severely repressed and there was a
happens, for example, in architec- massacre of students in 1968; some
ture. I was a city person, born and 300 people were killed by the govraised in Mexico City, so I didn't ernment and the army. After that
know anything about the countty- the movement was kind of conside. By going out to small towns tained within the university, and the
and seeing how people were living, fact that I participated in this new
seeing it with different eyes, not as a way of learning was eye-opening.
tourist or someone having a vacation, I began to see what needed to Dictatorship of the PRI
change.
The political and economic cliThen coming to this country mate in the country has not really
right after that, it was a total shock. changed that much until the last few
It was regressive . There was the years. Mexico has been a country
teacher in front of the class telling us that has been economically depenThe Truth. It was very hard, but I dent on the United States. The politused my experience going to gradu- ical situation has been controlled by
ate school here to learn about life in one party for sixty years. They don't
the United States.
allow any kind of participation by
When I left, it was kind of at the other parties, although on the surtail end of the student and civil face they make you think that somerights movements in Mexico. The thing democratic is happening by
student movement had been allowing all kinds of left and right

Internship available at RESIST
We are looking for an intern staning as soon as possible, for up to
sixteen hours of worlc/ week on a
volunteer basis. Course credit
available at some colleges and high
schools.
You must be: familiar with
progressive, anti-racist, feminist,
and gay and lesbian politics; have
good writing, communication and
research skills; have strong organizing ability; be flexible and willing
to take initiative and also do some
jobs that can be tedious.
Computer skills very desirable,
graphic design knowledge a plus.

Responsibilities include: general office work, help with the
newsletter [soliciting articles and
reviews, writing grant reports,
working on our 25th anniversary
"Resist history project," etc], help
managing our extensive collection
of movement resources, and other
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projects depending on your interest and background.
For those interested in grassroots social change work around
the country, fundraising and
development, and small press publications, this is an opponunity to
learn and to contribute in a good
working environment where dressing up is definitely not required!

VOLUt. I EER POSITIONS
We're also looking for a few folks
in the Boston area who have less
time to give but may be available
for a few hours a week, or on an
occasional basis, to do some general office work. Reliability, good
humor, and ability to maneuver in
our cramped office are all useful
attributes.
For either internship or volunteer
positions, Contact Nancy Moniz
at (617) 623-5110.
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parties to exist. When it comes down
to voting and elections, they control
everything. The President always
comes from the PRI (Partido Revolucionario lnstitucional), and most
of the governors of the states, and
the senators, all come from the PRI.
It's a party dictatorship.
The labor movement is still primarily controlled by the government. The independent labor
unions have very limited impact.
The government also controls other
organizations, such as those that
represent the peasant movement.
The only thing that has made a significant change was the earthquake
of 1985, which shook up the country in every way, particularly in
Mexico City. It was more than just a
physical earthquake, it shook people's minds. It was such a terrible
thing and the reaction of the government was so slow and so bad that
people realized that they had to take
control of things on their own. It
was a real wake up call for people.
contt'nued on page seven
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A ''Revolutionary" Change
For the Worse
The Implications of NAFTA
,CUIDADO!

WALTER RUSSELL MEAD

This article is excerpted from a
talk given by Walter Russell Mead at a
conference sponsored by the American
Friends Service Committee last May.
It originally appeared in written form
in Peacework, the newsletter of
AFSC's New England Regional Office.
(Peacework, Issue # 233, October,
1992) The North American Free
Trade Agreement, negotiated by the
Bush and Salinas governments and set
to be ratified by Congress this April
will profoundly affect political and
human rights in the U.S. and Mexico
and, to a lesser extent, Canada: the
structures, levels of employment (and
unempluyment), and standards of living ofthe three economies; the environment; and many other dimensions of
life in the hemisphere and the world.
Walter Russell Mead is a writer living
in New Orleans. He is the author of
Mortal Splendor: The American
Empire in Transition and is currently

working on a book about the postCold War order.

W

hen I think about the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the U.S.,
Mexico and Canada, I find this one
of the most interesting and frightening things that is going on in the
world today. It is potentially one of
the best things because the U.S. and
Canada represent the First World and
Mexico clearly is one of the developi ng countries of the South. The
prospect of creating closer economic
integration among these countries
based on a common framework of
human rights, political rights, economic rights, is in microcosm the
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problem that the whole world faces,
so when the U.S., Canada, and Mexico sit down and talk about the common future, what they are talking
about is not simply a regional economic agreement. What they are
really doing is talking about future
models of how the world could look,
how rich and poor countries can
work together for mutual benefit. So
it behooves us all to study the
NAFTA process, to be involved in
the agreement, to see what we can
learn from it, and how we can influence it for the better.
Having said that, and having
said also that I think that both the
U.S. and Mexican economic and
political destinies are clearly becoming more and more intertwined, I
RESIST Newsletter

have to say the current approach for
NAFTA is completely unsatisfactory.
I want to explain that by contrasting
it with the other model that exists
today for international integration
- the European Community, where
12 nations in Western Europe over
the last 40 years have been working
toward a new economic vision. The
European Community has adopted a
gradualist approach. The Shuman
Coal and Steel agreement between
France and West Germany was concluded about 1950- 51. The Common Single Market Act that will create the European single market is
only taking effect now. Beyond that
are proposals for monetary and political union which I think have a
continued on next page
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tioning multiparty democracy is percentage of the average European
somewhat dubious future.
essentially a requirement for mem- base income. We shouldn't exaggerIn any case, we have 40 years, [of bership. Even today, Turkey, which ate the extent of this. Spain has
planning] beginning with very limit- technically has a multiparty democ- received only 10 or 15 billion dollars
ed agreements in very specific indus- racy but which has a very problemat- of development aid. This was for
tries. It began with the fact that a lot ic human rights record, is not going infrastructure, to build highways and
of the coal the German steel mills to be admitted until democracy has so on.
There were concessions from
needed was in Alsace , and that put down some deeper roots.
So right from the beginning, a both directions, but there was a real
France needed German steel to help
it with its reconstruction after WW process of legal and political integra- attempt to level up, and that continII. Agreements between these coun- tion reinforces concepts of human ues to be the focus of the European
tries were negotiated on specific
•
issues, gradually including more
~ are looking at a very different kind ofrelationship,
issues. The French and the West
where
there is much more rapid economic abolition ofbarriers
Germans always had in mind that
these limited agreements were the
than was done in Europe, but less attempt to promote
stepping stones for a broader relapolitical convergence.
tionship, but they didn't decide in
•
1950, "We're going to have a Franco-German free trade agreement." rights. There is a third dimension to project today - leveling up and harThey went from the coal and steel this process of European integration, monization, with the reciprocal prinagreement of 1951 to the 1956 one of harmoniza.tion. The word has ciple that aid is given to poorer
Treaty of Rome. Europeans moved been used in regard to countries like countries to enable them to meet the
very slowly and cautiously. The ini- Spain and Ponugal, where wages are responsibilities and costs involved.
tial stage of the European integration historically very low and regulations All this is an integrated, long-term
involved agreements among coun- [with regard to workers' rights are less process of social, political, and ecotries that were more or less homoge- progressive than in other European nomic convergence.
Now, if we turn from the Euroneous, socially and economically. countries]. The German and French
Germany, Holland, Denmark, unions and others in Northern pean Community to NAFfA we see
France, Luxembourg, and Belgium Europe were very concerned that the something quite different. Mexico
are countries that have a history of concept of free trade among these has been essentially a one-party state
conflict, but they all have roughly countries would simply be .r license with token opposition since the '20s,
the same level of development. for German factories to move to and Salinas' economic reforms and
Moreover, they share a common Spain and Portugal and to undercut changes have been much faster than
political system pluralistic the social contract [that had been his political changes. There's really
no indication that he intends to let
democracy.
established].
Environmentalists voiced many the political process escape the conLeveling Up in Europe
of the same concerns. So when Spain trol of the ruling party.
The agreements included Italy, and Portugal were admitted to the
We are looking at a very differwhich always has been considered a Common market, it was not all at ent kind of relationship, where there
problem child. While Northern Italy once and completely. Instead, .it was is much more rapid economic aboliis somewhat like the "normal" West over a period of time which varied tion of barriers than was done in
European state, Southern Italy was for different industries. There was a Europe, but less attempt to promote
and still is a somewhat different ket- transitional period where, essentially, political convergence. There is vinutle of fish. Spain and Portugal were Spain had to rewrite some of its ally no emphasis in NAFfA on levnot included until both of them had labor legislation to resemble the leg- eling up, either in requiring Mexico
lost their fascist governments and islation in Northern Europe; it had to raise its standards or in helping
their one-party states. Greece's appli- to rework its environmental legisla- Mexico meet the standards. The levcation to the Common Market tion, and so on. Meanwhile the rich- eling issue is not addressed. Mexican
could not be accepted until the er countries began to distribute workers will simply be employed
colonels who took power there had regional development aid to coun- under whatever conditions penain in
been overthrown and replaced by a tries or regions of countries in the Mexico. The goods produced under
democratically-elected government. European Community where per these conditions will be sold freely in
So, in the European system a func- capita income was below a cenain the U.S. and Canada. Europeans
Page Four
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have never envisioned this type of
arrangement. There is no prospect of
Mexico holding genuine free elections under international supervision, no proposal for the dismantling
of the apparatus of control by the

PRI.
With NAFTA we are faced with
a very different approach, and it is
much more important than simply
the U.S.-Mexican relationship. It is
quite clear that the "enterprise of the
Americas" initiative, which is the
Bush Administrations' strategic
directive for Latin America, sees the
U.S.-Mexico relationship in NAFTA
as the beginning of a hemispheric
process. Chile is already in line to
negotiate a free trade agreement patterned on the Mexico agreement.
Argentina and Brazil will not be far
behind.
So we are talking about the
union of this hemisphere under profoundly repressive conditions, and it
is very interesting that this NAFT~
negotiating process [was] carried out
in secret. Thus, we don't know exactly what is in there, but you can be
sure that what's in there will be the
most fundamental re-writing of a
large number of U.S. consumer laws
and banking laws than we have seen
in a generation. For example, we
have laws in this country that require
very low residue amounts of DDT
on fruit. That will be struck down,
according to some analyses that I've
seen. On some types of products 50
times as much DDT will be permitted. There will be a whole range of
actual domestic laws, state and federal, that will be superseded by the
agreement.
It also means that the Executive
is making a major power grab. During the Cold War the Executive
branch acquired enormous power in
this country because so much of our
military planning was done in secret
and through an executive bureaucracy. With the end of the Cold War,
many people looked not only to a
peace dividend but to what they
VtJL 2, #2

called a "constitutional dividend,"
where we would no longer be living
on a hair trigger and would be rid
of the imperial presidency, going
back to something more like the
constitutional functioning of the
U.S. system.
What has happened is that in
both the GAIT [General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade] and NAFTA
talks the Bush Administration has
annexed trade. In a constitutional
system, interstate commerce is a role
of the federal government and
Congress is given responsibility for
control. Foreign policy, however, is
primarily under presidential authority. With a global economy, there is
dearly a blending of foreign policy
and interstate commerce responsibility. The Bush plan [was] fundamentally to annex interstate commerce
into foreign relations so that foreign
treaties like GAIT and NAFTA will
override existing federal and state
legislation.
These treaties [were] negotiated
in secret. [There were] no environmental, or labor, or other citizen representatives advising the U.S. negotiating team. Beyond that, there are
problems with the approval process.
This "fast track" agreement gives
Congress 90 days from the time
these agreements is submitted to vote
on them - either up or down. No
amending is possible. Congress, in a
sense, has lost its line item veto over
positive legislation. It will be a revolutionary constitutional development
if this becomes the normal method
by which commerce is administered.
So for all these reasons, these
trade talks - and I think we can
include GAIT and NAFTA together
- represent a revolutionary challenge to the American economic and
political system. It has come this close
to becoming the law of the land,
without there being any widespread
public discussion of the content, the
nature, or the direction of its
changes.

Don't Accept NAFTA
-Organize!
JOSEPH GERSON
The Nonh American Free Trade
Agreement is potentially one of the
most important political developments in U.S. history. NAFTA will
fundamentally affect all economic,
social, and environmental policies
and conditions of the U.S., as well as
Mexico and Canada. It creates a
U.S.-Mexican-Canadian economic
confederation as the jumping-off
point for the establishment of
a hemispheric trade and political
zone, a step in the reconsolidation
of empire. NAFTA is an effort by
the most powerful corporations
and politicians in the U.S. to offset
the power and influence of the European Community and the Japaneseled economies of East Asia, and
is part of an effort to build a
hemispheric trade zone dominated
by, and primarily benefitting, U.S.
corporations.
Placed on a legislative "fast
track," NAFTA will be approved or
rejected early in the new 1993 Congressional session, that is, by about
April 1. Unless NAFTA is taken off
the "fast track," it cannot be amended. We thus face our own fast track,
and need to make public education,
community organizing, and lobbying
major priorities immediately. Regardless of the outcome of the vote, the
processes and implications of the
deepening integration of the U.S.
and Mexican economies and societies
and of the development of regional
trade zones will present a wide array
of challenges to us well into the next
century.
Our goal should not be to prevent the creation of closer U.S.-Mexican economic relations, but to make
them more equitable and to ensure
that, in the race to compete with the
European and Asian economies, peocontinued on next page
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pie are not made poorer and the
environment and our commitments
to democracy and human rights
made more vulnerable.
The question Congress faces is
not whether the integration of the
U.S . and Mexican economies will
continue. The question is how the
integration will proceed. Will it lead
to the loss of 500,000 jobs in the
U.S. as the AFL/CIO predicts, or
150,000 as Bush administration
Labor Secretary Lynn Martin has
conceded? Will there be training for
workers displaced by growing U.S.
investment in Mexico, and will there
be jobs for them once they are
trained? What will be the cost to the
environment? Can the process be
slowed down, made more respectful
of democratic values and human
rights , as has been the case in
Europe? What can be done to minimize the fears, insecurities, and tensions the pact is creating in Europe,
Japan, and elsewhere in Asia? Will
NAFTA lead to Japan and Germany
opting for nuclear weapons capability to offset the power and threats of
a U.S.-led trade woe?
Bill Clinton has long supponed
the concept of NAFTA and the
negotiation of the NAFTA treaty.
Since his election, Clinton has reaffirmed his suppon for the current
treaty, although he now states that he
wants to develop "side agreements"
concerning the impact of NAFTA
on U.S. workers and on the environment. This is much too vague and
allows infinite room for compromise. His administration should be
sent back to the negotiating table to
bring back a new treaty that is environmentally sound, equitable, and
democratic.
Educating and organizing
around NAFTA poses many challenges. It means becoming economically literate, and it means coalition
work. In many communities the
progressive leadership of organized

Resources on NAFfA
In the New England area, the
Massachusetts Jobs with Justice
Coalition is organizing opposition
to the "fast track" NAFTA agreement, and is currently launching a
petition campaign. Contact them at
408 Highland Ave., Somerville, MA
02144, or call (617) 625-8050.
They also have a speakers' bureau
with members available to discuss
the issues with community groups.
Speakers are also available through
the Nationwide Women's Program
of AFSC, 1501 Cherty St., Philaddphia, PA 19012; (215) 241-7160;
and through the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, 1313 5th
St., SE, Suite 303, Minneapolis,
MN 55414; (612) 379-5980.
Labor Notes has published a
book, Unions and Free Trade: Solidarity vs. Competition, by Kim
Moody and Mary McGinn, 84 pp,
$7.00, from Labor Notes, 7435
Michigan Ave., Detroit, MI 48210;
(313) 842-6262.
"Look Before You Leap: What
You Should Know about a North
American Free Trade Agreement,"
15 pp, available in English and
Spanish, from The Development
Group for Alternative Policies, Inc.,
1400 I St., NW, Suite 520, Washington, DC 20005; (202) 898-1566.

The Low- Wage Challenge to
Global Growth: The Labor Ost-Productivity Imbalance in Newly Industrialized Countries, Walter Russell
Mead, 48 pp, $12; Economic Policy
Institute, 1730 Rhode Island Ave.,
Nw, Suite 812, Washington, DC,
20036; (202) 775-8810.
"Background and Perspectives
on the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Free
Trade Talks," AFSC, 12 pp, 1991,
$2; AFSC/Cambridge, 2161 Mass
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140; (617)
661-6130. Joe Gerson is also available to speak on Free Trade issues in
the New England area.

As we mentioned in the previous issue of RESIST, a very useful
new compendium of groups working on a range of rdated issues in all
three countries affected by NAFTA
has just been produced. It's called
Cross Border Links and is edited by
Ricardo Hernandez and Edith
Sanchez. To order, send $11.95 +
$2. 50 for shipping to the Resource
Center, Box 4506, Albuquerque,
NM 87196. For information on discount orders, and international
orders, call (505) 842-8288 or fax
(505) 246-1601.
Also, for background information about the political situation in
Mexico as well as NAFTA, see the
following back issues of RESIST:
"Privileged Paradise: Free Trade in
North America," by John Gershman, #241 December, 1991; "Rosario Ibarra: Indomitable Spirit," by
Tat:1ana Schreiber, #238, September,
1991; Mujer a Mujer, "Considering
'Free' Trade: A Grassroots Report,"
#236, May/June, 1991; and "The
Democratization Process in Mexico:
A Human Rights Issue," by Maridare Acosta, #232, January, 1991.

Dollars and Sense has included
several articles about NAFTA and
free trade in recent issues. See their
special issue, "The Gospel of Free
Trade," (Dollars and Sense, # 171 ,
November, 1991) with articles by
economists Arthur MacEwan and
Lance Taylor and Labor Notes
staffers Mary McGinn and Kim
Moody, and in the latest issue
(#183, Jan/Feb, 1993) see "Happily
Never NAFTA," by former D & S
editor Thea Lee, and "Mexico's
Hottest Industry," an interview with
Mariclaire Acosta about human and
labor rights in Mexico. Contact
Dollars and Sense, One Summer St,
Somerville, MA 02143, or call (617)
628-8411.

continued on page nine
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When you have, from one day to
the next, people that wouldn't talk
to each other suddenly helping one
another to save lives ... digging out
people from rubble, if they heard a
cry, digging for hours on end to save
one person ...they realized that "yeah,
we can work together, we don't need
a 'papa gobiemo'" as they call it... .
In Mexico City, many tenant
organizations and other groups were
formed to defend themselves from
loosing whatever they had after the
earthquake. Some of these are still
active, like the Asamblea de Barrios,
which is where Super Barrio Gomez
is from. The Asamblea de Barrios
was formed by four young activists
to help poor people defend themselves from landlords, to stop evictions, to help people get low-interest
loans, and in general to be advocates
for people's housing needs.
Super Barrio Gomez is a very
interesting character. At first I didn't
know if he was just a joke ... he
dresses like a wrestler, he wears a
mask and you can't see his face,
nobody knows who he is ... but really
he's a guy who dresses up in a shabby looking super man costume and
goes around helping people who are
going to be evicted, and talking to
the press and the government. He's
like a mythical character, he represents the anonymity we all feel when
faced with big bureacracies . He
showed people that even if you are
just a nobody, if you get together
with other people you can really
make a difference. And that's what
he's doing. He can round up thousands of people in a matter of hours
to go and do an action to defend
someone. He represents a lot of faceless people, and a lot of people identify with that. He's one faceless person like everybody else that can
really get people together.
He's a hero, he ran for president.
It's a very interesting phenomenon.
Working together with the Asamblea and Super Barrio, people have
¼,/, 2, #2

taken back from the govern_ment
housing projects and land that they
wouldn't have gotten otherwise.
The next really important thing
was the presidential elections of
1988. I was in Mexico at the time.
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas came out of
a movement within the PRI for a
more democratic political process.
He ran as an independent, and had
a lot of backing from the people. I
think he really won the election, and
I think the government really got
scared. When they saw what was
happening, when the results were
coming in, all of the sudden all the
computers died, no one knew what
the count was .. .it was very confusing. It was a confusion created so
the PRI would win again, but it was
a big stepping stone in people realizing that things really had to change.
After that a new party was formed,
the PRD (Partido de la Revoluci6n
Democratica) and I think they are
really going to make a big difference
in the next election, in 1994.
In the north of the country,
along the U.S. border, t~e right
wing party, the PAN (Partido de
Acci6n Nacional), has more power. I
think it's kind of a buffer zone
where people identify more with
this country than Mexico. Recently
there have been a couple of governorships won by the PAN in that
area, which before was really
unheard 0£ Meanwhile, in the south
of the country, in Michoacan, the
PRD and other parties have won
elections but they have been stolen
by the PRI.
In a recent election in Michoacln, you saw pictures of thousands
and thousands of people crowding
plazas in support of the PRD, and
then Crist6bal Arias, the candidate
of the PRD, lost the election. It was
amazing. Then the PRI governor
tried to take power, but the PRD
immediately organized big actions,
sit-ins, blocking the entrances to
municiple offices, and the guy was
forced to resign (it was called a
RESIST Newsletter

"leave of absence") within one
month. Women were especially
active in this, and there were several
women's demonstrations led by
Arias' wife, Marfa Ortega Ramfrez.
There is opposition everywhere.

"Modernization" of the Mind
The mandate of Salinas' government is to "modernize" Mexico.
Modernize is the key word. The PRI
wants to bring in foreign investors
and capital. They want to modernize everything except the political
system. That they don't want to
change, because if they do, they
know they will lose power, and lose
all these deals they have made. Like
in Michoacan, they don't allow anybody that's not with them to take
power. That's why the next election
is going to be so important.
The relationship of the people
of Mexico to the United States is
really a love/hate relationship. People like what they see in the United
States, the material things. When I
was growing up the thing to do in
middle class families was to go shopping in the U.S. to buy clothing and
electronics, to get all the things you
couldn't get in Mexico.
So, there's always been that
desire of people to possess all these
things, but on the other side, there's
the hate part. They haven't forgotten
that half of Mexico's territory was
stolen by the U.S. There's a lot of
resentment for that history, and the
fact that the U.S. is a powerful
country and Mexico is a poor country. I think Mexicans in general are
very conscious that it is not the people in the U.S. who are responsible
for all this, that it is the U.S. government and people in power who are
responsible. So there's a contradiction, really liking the U.S. and the
people of the U.S., but resenting the
government.
So, now, all of the sudden the
doors are open. Salinas has revoked
the protections for industry and the
country is flooded with products
Page Sevm

Mexico
from all over, from the U.S, and
Asia, and people are getting intoxicated buying things. Now you go to
Mexico City and you can find
imported goods that are cheaper
than Mexican goods. With the free
trade agreement Mexico is losing its
identity as a Latin American country. It's becoming part of the North,
along with the U.S. and Canada.
People have this desire to get all
these things at the expense of losing
their identity as Latin American
people.

dishes, in fact they are everywhere
including in the countryside.
You are bombarded constantly
by all these images and messages
from a totally consumer oriented
society. And then, you watch things
on 1V and you go out on the street
and there are all these products everything you can get in Lechmere
here you can buy on the streets of
Mexico City. My fear is that the free
trade agreement is going to totally
denude Mexican culture; strip it of
all that is really most valuable.

•
Super Barrio Gomez is a mythical character, he represents
the anonymity we all feel when faced with big bureaucracies.
He's one faceless person like everybody else ... he shows that
even ifyou're a nobody, ifyou get together with other people
you can really make a difference.

•
A lot of government-owned
Mexican industries have been sold
off to transnationals, like the telephone, the oil industry, and other
utilities. So all of the gains of the
previous governments through
nationalization of these industries
has been lost. A lot of strategic
industries, the communication
industry for example, has been sold
back to private companies. And that
brings a whole lot of changes. You
walk around in the streets in Mexico
and it's a total transformation of the
country. Many o-f the signs are in
English, the way people dress has
changed, and in Mexico City you
could be in any city.
Television has assisted this whole
process. If you have cable, you can
get channels from the United States,
and you watch commercials and the
way of life here. Everything is in
English, so you need to know
English to watch television, and this
is changing people's thinking. I go
to my family's house and they sit
down and watch Arsenio Hall and
Johnny Carson. It's mind-boggling.
Mexico City is infested by satellite
Page Eight

Disparities and Discontent

The cost of living has skyrocketed. It is as high or more expensive
than in this country. I can't understand how my family can afford to
stay in Mexico City when their
salaries are half of what people make
here, while in the stores the prices
are just like here. The tolls on the
highway, gas, all one's expenses are
exhorbitant. That has created an
underground economy of people
trying to make it any way they can.
You come to the United States, get
American goods, and set up a little
shop on the street. Or you wash
windows, or do whatever you can.
Other people are not making it at
all, actually living in garbage dumps,
subsisting on garbage.
A lot of people are organizing,
trying to get problems addressed.
There are a lot of strikes. People go
to Mexico City and set up "campamentos" camping out in the z6calo
(main plaza) waiting to talk to
somebody to solve their problems.
It shows a little bit what is going on
in the country, when you see all
these people from all over the counRESIST Newsletter

try, setting up camps and living on
the plaza. It reflects all the unmet
needs and the growing economic
disparity that exists, and the political
discontent.
I wonder sometimes if there is a
conscious effort on the part of the
government, to make available all.
these material goods in order to
calm people down. But if so, I don't
think it will work. I think things are
going to change in Mexico very
quickly and I hope I'm wrong, but it
might not be peaceful. The
inequities will become more and
more apparent.
People are getting jobs in the
maquiladoras in the north, but they
soon discover they cannot organize.
Their wages are appalling. The
hours are long and the shifts are
hard, and yet people cannot make
enough to support their families.
Workers in these factories are living
in cardboard houses. They have a
lV, a refrigerator and a stove, but
it's a cardboard house. The quality
of life for 85% of the people in
Mexico has not improved, it has
gotten worse. The contrasts that you
see are so stark: on one street people
barely living, and you tum the corner and see incredible mansions,
much better than people live in this
country... those contrasts make it
really obvious what is happening.
The top of pyramid is getting really
rich, and the bottom is not moving
at all.
To see all this happening, to see
Mexico losing its identity, is one of
the saddest things. We have such a
rich history, so many cultural traditions that are being lost in the name
of "modernization," in the name of
getting a VCR or a lV, it's very sad.
People will no longer know their
history. Kids will be more interested
in this country than in Mexico.
They won't hear Mexican music but
instead American pop music (not
even the good music from this
country); instead of reading a Latin
continued on next page
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to equip others for advocacy and action
on issues facing American Indian
people.
HONOR's projects include
"Return of the Homelands," an effort
to research and address issues involving
ownership, natural resources, and sacred
site protection and preservation; the
"1992 Peace Roundtable," a conference
bringing together state and local leaders
to reduce tensions revolving around
treaty hunting and fishing rights, and
devising a "peace plan'' to be used as a
model for other states threatened by
anti-Indian activity; "Building Bridges,"
a seminar series designed to instruct the
public school system on methods that
can be used to teach American Indian
culture and heritage; and the "Advocacy
Clearinghouse Trust," establishing a
national advocacy center to mobilize
support on critical issues facing American Indians.
RESIST's recent grant was used to
produce educational brochures revealing
the offensiveness of mascots (i.e. the
Washington Redskins, Atlanta Braves,
high school sports teams) to American
Indians. The brochures answer the questions of non-Indians, many of whom
have no idea what the issue is all about,
with quotes from both Indian and nonIndian sources.

Sacred Earth Coalition
3959 SE Hawthorne Blvd.,
Portland, OR, 97214
The Sacred Earth Coalition is a
group of Native Americans, artists and
environmentalists working to protect
Native American treaty rights of 18 5 5
and sites of cultural, religious, and environmental importance. The Coalition
grew out of a gathering held by Native
American activists in 1988 concerning
logging and development on Wy'East
(Mt. Hood). This gathering sought
public support in oppposing a logging
project and a proposed $100-million
resort expansion. The Sacred Earth
Coalition (SEC) has been successful in
delaying both development projects.
A second Summit was held in April,
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American author they will read
comics from this country; instead of
1991, to publically discuss the degradagoing to a festival .... Well, I still
tion oflands, Native American freedom
have hope, there are a lot of people
of religion, and fishing rights. In the fall
that
are fighting, it won't be that
of 1991, SEC opened the Culture
easy
to
dislodge everything.
Shock Gallery to build a cultural founWe
are being strangled. Our
dation in the Native American commuhands have to be untied. The word
nity and to provide a place for the pubin Spanish is "desatar," to unravel, to
lic to view art conveying cultural, social,
let
loose, and clear things up ... but
and political themes. The gallery serves
before that happens, I think things
as a meeting place for different activist
are going to get pretty bad. I think
groups, a research library, and a center
people in the U.S. need to form solifor information about actions, events,
darity organizations with Mexican
and speakers in the region. SEC's longactivists as happened with Central
term objective is to protect sacred and
traditional lands in Oregon and to supAmerican countries. It's another
port Native people in their efforts to
form of "low intensity warfare." I
uphold treaty rights and traditional
would hope that by educating peofishing rights.
ple here about Mexico, and changThe Culture Shock Gallery holds
ing some attitudes people still have
events every two weeks including videos, about Mexicans and Mexican histospeakers, music and poetry. Most of the
ry and culture, perhaps people will
events are connected. to actions. For
begin to realize what is really at
example, recently a woman who is sucstake.
•
cessfully blocking an access road on her
property showed a video slandering her
efforts, and another video countering it.
SEC helped establish a base camp on
her property, and the meeting helped
more people get involved..
SEC actively promotes communication across cultural groups within the
coalition. For example, many members
of the group are also active with lesbian
and gay organizations and SEC participated. in helping to defeat anti-gay Measure 9 in Oregon.
RESIST's recent grant to SEC was
for the "People of the Salmon," Summit
III which will be held this spring in
Portland. Native people from the Pacific
Northwest, Canada, and Alaska will
address various fishing interests with th~
goal of developing a pact to help prevent
the extinction of endangered salmon
species, and the loos of indigenous
cultures associated with the salmon.
The Summit will attempt to provide a
setting for Native people and environmentalists to establish a network of
support for maintaining traditional subsistence fishing cultures, protecting
salmon habitat, and preserving traditional fishing sites.
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Jorge Casas is a graphic designer,
member ofthe Red Sun Press collective
in Boston, andfather oftwo chil.dren.

NAFTA
continuedfrom page six

labor is playing a key role, building
coalitions with environmental, religious, and community groups, and
becoming aware of the needs of
Mexican workers and communities.
In other places, opposition to
NAFfA is being led by protectionist
chauvinists with little regard for
other people who are desperate for
work and the money that comes
with industrial development. Now it
is up to us - to study, to educate,
and to organize.
•

Joseph Gerson is the Peace Education Secretary of the New England
Regional Office ofAFSC. He compiled
some of the resources on NAFTA we
have included with this article. His
comments here are reprinted from
Peacework.
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The 18 51 Treaty of Fort Laramie
has largely been "covered over" and
overlooked. In August of 1991, the
1851 Awareness Campaign was initiated
to provide informational "guides" as to
the legitimate Treaty Rights and
Responsibilities of each signatory Indian
Nation to this Treaty. It was a Nation to
Nation agreement, signed by nine Indian Nations in the Black Hills region,
with the U.S. government. It serves as
a basis for understanding Indian rights
and can be w,ed as a vehicle for assuring
that these rights are openly brought
forth, understood, respected, and
honored.
The purpose of the Awareness
Campaign is to develop an understanding of how the 1851 Treaty can be used
to secure land, water, and resource rights
for future generations, as well as to help
young people from each of the signatory
nations to gain a sense of self-.worth and
personal legitimacy through a knowledge of their history.
. The group is also actively opposing
a proposed U.S. Congressional bill
knowns as the "Indian Agricultural
Resources Management Act," which will
come before Congress this spring, and
which would actually steal the lands
from individual Indian land owners.
RESIST's grant was used to translate the 1851 Treaty of Fort Larammie
from the English language into Lakota
(it will then be broadcast in Lakota over
the Native American radio station); to

In each issue ofthe newsletter we
highlight a few recent grants made to
groups around the country. In this issue
we feature grants to groups working on
idigenous peopk's issues in the Americas.
The information in these briefreports is
provided to us by the groups themselves.
For more details, please write to them at
the addresses included here.

The 1851 Awareness
Campaign
Box 93, Porcupine, SD 57772
Each year RESIST awards a grant
from the Freda Friedman Salzman
Memorial Endowment Fund, which
was established by Mr. George Salzman
in honor of his late wife, Freda Salzman.
The fund is "dedicated to the purpose
of supporting organized resistance to
the institutions and practices that rob
people of their dignity as full human
beings ... (giving) a high priority to the
efforts of Native American peoples to
resist cultural as well as actual genocide." In 1992 the grant went to the
1851 Awareness Campaign, a group of
Native Americans working with other
grassroots organizations and traditional
peoples to provide community education "against all forms of Treaty lands,
resource, and water rights relinquishments, continually attempted by the
technically illegal, U.S. governmentsponsored Indian Re-organization Act
(LR.A) tribal governments."

r-------------------------------------7
Join the Resist Pledge Program

1

We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed ~nd dependa~le source of inco~e
on which we can build our grant making
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter . We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us .

l

transcribe, record, and file the interpretations and translations of the Treaty
and the Treaty Overview produced by
the Campaign; and to research and doc-ument records related to all aspects of
the Treaty so that they are accessible
to all.
On learning of the Salzman grant
from RESIST, Scott Barta of the Awareness Campaign wrote, "... to open your
letter and find that you truly recognized
and seemed to appreciate our struggle,
made me happy and gave me strength.
The Freda Friedman Salzman Memorial
Endowment Fund grant will be utilized
to the best of its potential .... "

Honor Our Neighbors
Origins and Rights
2647 North Stowell Ave,
Milwaukee, WL 53211
In 1988, a group of concerned people came together in response to the
growing insensitivity and anti-Indian
rhetoric and actions against American
Indians exercising their treaty guaranteed fishing rights. HONOR eventually
formed a coalition of organizations
including both Indians and non-Indians
whose purpose is to raise the general
consciousness on the treatment of and
respect due indigenous peoples through
affirmation of treaty rights; dessemination of information; investigation of
racial incidents against Indian people;
monitoring and reporting on the growing anti-Indian movement; and efforts
contin~d on page nine

D Yes! I would like to become a Resist
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _ __ ; 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly , bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I
Enclosed is my pledge contribution
f$
I

l

•
O

•

1

· -- -- ·

I can't join the pledge program just I
now, but here's a contribution to sup- I
port your work. $._ _ _ _
:
Name _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ i
I

Address _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ I
City/ State/ Zip _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ :
I
Resisl
I

- ·- - - - - - - -One SummerStreel,Somerville, MA02143• (617)623-5110 _______ I
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